
Chapter 209:My Genes Evolve
Infinitely
DON'T WORRY, WE WILL CARRY IT FOR YOU
Hearing what Meng Jiang said, Lu Yuan was stunned, then smiled and nodded:

"good."

just right, he has no spiritual power now, and he can't use spirit crystals to recover on
the ring.

What's more, if he wants to hit the blood and crazy teeth next, if he doesn't use all his
strength, he will probably be beaten.

, after all, is a high-level warlord, a realm higher than him, and an extra transcendent
gene has been burned.

is almost the same now.

Lu Yuan jumped off the ring, Wang Lingling smiled at Lu Yuan:

"A Yuan is so strong, even the Kobold genius of Zhan Zun Intermediate is not your

opponent."

"Yeah, yeah, Ayuan is so amazing!"

Rebecca looked at Lu Yuan with gleaming eyes, and she became Lu Yuan's little girl.

Even Si Tingxue had to admit: "It's amazing."

Mengjiang smiled and patted Lu Yuan on the shoulder:

"Good boy, yes, you hit the three of them alone, and now they only have one blood mad

tooth to fight."

Lu Yuan glanced at the other two kobold geniuses who hadn’t seen before:

"What about those two?"
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"Those two are the pinnacles of warlords. Although they are strong, they should not be
able to fight the warlord. Even if we can really fight the warlord, we still have three
warlords here."

As the Emperor of War, Mengjiang can clearly see the cultivation of the two geniuses.

Lu Yuan nodded suddenly.

The next moment, the kobold on the opposite side chose to let the blood mad teeth go
to the ring.

His face was cold, and he was not satisfied with the current situation.

To be honest, they also knew that Lu Yuan's strength was amazing before at Broken
Mountain. They had overestimated Lu Yuan's strength as much as possible, and treated
Lu Yuan as a warrior-level genetic warrior. However, they have four war-sage-class
powerhouses, who originally didn't think they would be inferior to humans, or might
even be stronger.

What he didn't expect was that Lu Yuan's strength was stronger than they thought, and
he beat them three geniuses alone.

Up to now, their winning side in the ring battle has been very low.

Broken Mountain looked at Blood Mad Fang and nodded slightly:

"try your best."

Blood Crazy Tooth has blood-red hair, and his eyes are full of hostility. He glanced at
the human area and sneered:

"A human warlord can defeat our three warlords. I am the warlord, so naturally I can
defeat three geniuses at the same level!"

He jumped onto the ring, with a domineering and terrifying breath.

There is a gentle smile on Wang Lingling's face:

"Am I going?"



Mengjiang looked at Wang Lingling and nodded: "Okay."

Meng Jiang didn't understand Wang Lingling's strength, but since Tianluo Zhandi said

Wang Lingling was very strong, he was still willing to believe the words of a war
emperor.

Wang Lingling wears a white robe, and holds a white wooden staff in his hand. The
staff is almost two meters high and looks very simple.

Wang Lingling smiled and looked at the ** teeth on the opposite side.

Blood Krenzy Fang is a assault warrior armed with a scarlet battle axe and wearing a
scarlet battle armor.

After the Mengjiang River gave the start instructions, the blood mad teeth roared, and
there was a blood flame burning all over his body.

The next moment, he stepped on the ring with the sole of his foot, broke through the
sound barrier, and rushed towards Wang Lingling.

However, as soon as he moved, a dazzling white light suddenly flashed in front of Xue
Kuangfang's eyes.

The light was so dazzling that even the genetic warrior Lu Yuan waiting under the ring
couldn't help but narrowed his eyes slightly.

The blood crazily tooth in the center of the light can be imagined, he let out a bit
painful low growl.

The light flashed for only a moment, and then disappeared quickly.

After the light disappeared, Xue Kuangya closed his eyes in pain. The previous light
made his eyes blind for a while.

Blood Kuangfang, who had lost his eyesight, rushed towards Wang Lingling's
previously impression of Wang Lingling's position in anger. The battle axe slashed
down and slashed on the ring, cutting out a shallow hole.

But Lu Yuan's faces were a little weird.



Earlier, they saw that after Wang Lingling used that dazzling combat technique, he had
already left his previous position, and his perception was also disturbed?

Or is this guy actually unaware of it?

Blood Kuangfang’s attack is naturally impossible to hit.

Blood Kuangfang missed a hit, and knew that Wang Lingling was not here.

He roared and raised the battle axe in his hand. The next moment, dazzling blood
appeared all over his body, and the blood condensed into a series of fierce battle axe
blades, rotating around the blood craziness, as if forming a ** storm.

The storm has a radius of about ten meters, which is both an attack and a defense.

With the movement of Blood Mad Fang, Scarlet Storm also began to move.

The blood mad tooth is very fast, doing irregular exercises in the ring.

Even if you can't see it, you can't perceive it, and Bloody Fang still maintains a **
offensive idea.

While Wang Lingling's face has not changed, he already has a faint smile.

She gently waved the staff in her hand, wherever she passed, there were dim golden

light spots slowly disappearing like the air.

After , the blood mad tooth moved irregularly to the position of a golden light spot.

The hidden golden light spot appeared again, shining with a dazzling light.

Boom!

The golden light spot swelled, exploded, and shook with terrifying force. Even the
entire ring shook.

The moment when the golden light exploded, Blood Kuangfang noticed the surging of
power, his face changed, blood lines appeared all over his body, and a blood-colored
armor phantom condensed on his battle armor.



The explosion sounded, and Xue Kuangya was bombarded by the terrifying power, and
his body flew directly. The blood-colored armor phantom on the battle armor dimmed

a bit, and Xue Kuangya made a painful muffled sound.

However, this is not over yet. After the blood mad tooth was blown up by the golden
light spot, he didn't know if it was deliberately arranged. His body happened to fly to
another location where the golden light spot was hidden.

The roar sounded again, and the blood-colored armor phantom on Xue Kuangfang

shattered, and he spouted a mouthful of blood, and the blood-red lines were a little dim.

Lu Yuan glanced at Wang Lingling in surprise, but he didn't expect Wang Lingling to

be so strong.

can't be said to be strong...This guy's fighting style is really the same as her character,
a black group.

is to blind others, and to buried mines in secret.

Who can stand this?

However, what Wang Lingling burned turned out to be the transcendent genes of the

light system. The transcendent genes of the light system were a bit rare, and she did not
expect to burn them all.

No wonder it's so strong.

However, Xue Kuangya's performance made Lu Yuan a little disappointed.

Okay, he seems to be like this himself. After all, Xue Kuangfang didn't know Wang

Lingling's combat skills before. Who would have thought that this guy would be so

insidious, burying mines everywhere?

Blood Mad Fang was injured, and wisps of blood spilled from the corner of his mouth.

However, what made Lu Yuan a little surprised was that his aura had grown a bit
stronger after being injured.

It's not just Lu Yuan, Si Tingxue beside Lu Yuan also frowned, looking at the ** fangs
with a hideous expression on his face, and said lightly:



"There is something wrong with this guy."

Rebecca nodded: "Yes, yes, how come his breath has become stronger."

Other people are also looking at the blood crazy teeth, a little puzzled.

They don’t know much about Blood Mad Fang. Although they know that he is very

talented, they only know a limited number of combat skills, not to mention the special
abilities that come with genetic weapons?

Wang Lingling on the ring also noticed that there was something wrong with the blood
mad teeth. She squinted her eyes, still with a calm and gentle smile on her face.

The next moment, there were ray of light flashing on the surface of her body, and the
light condensed by her side and turned into another Wang Lingling, and then the two
Wang Linglings continued to divide into two Wang Linglings.

clone system combat skills.

The four Wang Linglings stepped forward and dispersed, and then in the process of
moving, one by one golden light spots were put down and dimmed.

Both humans and kobolds who saw this scene felt a little scalp tingling.

With so many golden light spots, if they were triggered, how terrible would they be

bombed?

However, the blood mad tooth has obviously learned a good lesson. He stayed on the
spot, quietly waiting for his eyes to recover.

Although the previous shining light affected the eyes of Blood Madya in a short period
of time, as the warlord, the genes were already quite powerful. This level of flash was
enough to make ordinary people completely blind, but it could only make warlord lose
a period of time. Vision is nothing more.

In a short time, his eyes have adapted.

Xue Kuangfang opened his eyes, there were blood streaks in his eyes.



He swept his eyes, and when he saw four Wang Lingling on the ring, his face changed
slightly.

The four Wang Linglings all had gentle smiles on their faces, smiling at the ** teeth
that had recovered, with a hint of surprise:

"Have the eyes recovered? As expected, it is a strong offensive element. The recovery
ability is strong."

Hearing Wang Lingling's slightly ironic words, there was an unnamed anger surging in
Xue Kuangfang's heart.

"Damn human! This little trick is useless to me!"

He roared, the blood-colored whirlwind that had surrounded him suddenly burst open,
and blood-colored axe blades exploded in all directions.

Wherever the blood-colored axe blade passes, there is a golden light spot from time to

time, the golden light flashes, and the roar sounds continuously. The entire ice crystal
arena is constantly vibrating in the explosion of the golden light. The ring is shrouded
in light and it is difficult to see The scene inside.

Seeing the light produced by the explosion of hundreds of golden light spots, Xue
Kuangfang slowly dropped a trace of cold sweat on his forehead. Fortunately, he was
vigilant before and suppressed the anger in his heart. He didn't rush up directly,
otherwise it would be too dangerous. NS.

But, it’s okay now.

Bloody Kuangfang was full of blood-colored flames burning, and roared at one of
Wang Lingling.

As an elemental warrior, Wang Lingling still has a common problem with elemental

warriors, that is, his mental power is strong enough, but his physique is weak.

The weak body is naturally the lack of speed.

Soon, Xue Kuangfang caught up with Wang Lingling, and the battle axe in his hand
slashed towards Wang Lingling.



At the moment when the battle axe touched Wang Lingling, Wang Lingling suddenly

flashed golden light and exploded.

Boom! !

Blood Kuangfang was blown upside down, and wisps of blood spewed out.

The blood pattern on his body as a defense is almost shattered at this moment, and the
blood-red hair on his body is also a bit scorched.

At the moment when the clone burst, the energy released with the light and heat, the
temperature is extremely high, and it is even comparable to the incomparable fire
system combat skills.

Xue Kuangya fell heavily on the ring, coughing up blood again and again.

However, as the injuries of the blood mad tooth continued to deepen, his aura became
stronger than before.

He struggled to get up slowly, his eyes flushed and he looked at the remaining three
Wang Linglings, with a hideous color on his face.

The three Wang Lingling smiled and looked at the blood crazy teeth, and whispered:

"What a terrible look, let's guess again, who is the real me? Maybe you won the prize

this time?"

Hearing the words, the blood mad teeth showed a smirk. In the next moment, blood
lines appeared on the surface of his body again.

However, as the blood mad tooth injury intensified, his aura became stronger, and even
the bloodline defensive tactics used before were much stronger than before.

The blood pattern on is almost twice as large as before.

Seeing this scene, Wang Lingling raised his eyebrows, a look of surprise flashed in his
eyes.

Lu Yuan and others below also frowned slightly.



The heavier the injury, the stronger the strength, the stronger the strength, the stronger
the defensive combat skills.

Then if he is seriously injured, can no one break his defense and no one can really kill
him?

Blood Kuangfang roared, with a grin, rushed to one of them again, Wang Lingling.

This time, his speed is faster than before.

The battle axe fell, and the golden light flashed again.

Boom! !

Xue Kuangfang's body was thrown away, and blood was spilled in the air.

boom!

There were cracks in the battle armor on Blood Kuangfang's body. There were
scorched fur everywhere, and his body was covered with blood.

However, his breath is stronger than before.

Blood Crazy Fang struggled to get up, and blood patterns appeared on his body again.
This time, the blood patterns doubled compared to the last time.

There was a trace of distress on Wang Lingling's face, and he complained dissatisfied:

"Hey hey hey, don't take such a play. Normal people should not be able to stand up
after such a serious injury, right?"

Blood mad teeth grinned:

"Unfortunately, I will never fall down!"

He rushed to one of the two Wang Lingling again, the battle axe fell, and the golden
light flashed again.

Boom! !

Xue Kuangya didn't fly out upside down this time.



The blood streaks on his body collapsed and his injuries were a little heavier, but the
remaining explosive power was not enough to blow the blood crazy teeth away.

Blood Kuangfang laughed, and rushed to the last Wang Lingling excitedly: "This is the
real you!!! Humans, die to me!!!"

Then, when the blood crazily tooth slashed on Wang Lingling's body, golden light
appeared again.

Blood mad teeth: "???"

The smile on his face froze, because he originally thought that this was the real Wang

Lingling, he didn't even condense the bloodline defense again, so he rushed forward.

Then, the roar sounded again.

The terrifying explosion hit him directly.

Blood Kuangfang was blown out again suddenly, this time, Blood Kuangfang was
really eating a wave of explosions with a direct physical body.

Although his aura has improved a lot after being injured, the increase is mainly in
strength and speed, while the increase in defense is not that big.

With this explosion, Blood Kuangfang became very miserable.

When he landed on the ground, his left hand had already turned into fly ash, and one
eye on his face was directly blind. The blood-red fur was mostly scorched, and his
body was covered with burnt marks and blood.

The atmosphere suddenly became deadly.

Lu Yuan and the others were all open-mouthed, looking at the arena with a dazed
expression.

Willie fell silent and yelled directly:

"Fuck?! What's going on?? All four are fake?! What about the real??"

It's not just him, all the geniuses are dumbfounded.



They are a little skeptical of life.

The war emperor war emperor class powerhouse beside all have a strange face, looking
at the blood crazy teeth on the ground with sympathy, they naturally know the location

of Wang Lingling with their perception ability.

The same goes for the kobold on the other side.

Wenlin and other geniuses all have weird faces at the moment, and some are discussing
where Wang Lingling is in disbelief.

The faces of the few people in Duanshan are extremely ugly.

"Huh! I didn't expect such a genius in humans!"

"Who is this human? There is no news about her before, is it a hidden genius in the Red
Maple Empire? Or is it someone from other empires in Daqixing?"

"Check her news afterwards."

One by one, the strong kobolds spoke.

While in the ring, there was no movement at all, a little silent.

Blood Kuangfang was lying on the ground covered with scars, seeming to have passed
out in a coma, but Wang Lingling still did not appear.

But Lu Yuan can understand.

If Blood Kuangfang is really dangerous, then the kobold powerhouse should give in
immediately and save Blood Kuangfang.

At the same time, although Blood Kuangfang fell to the ground at this moment, his
body had a tyrannical and terrifying aura.

The blood crazily tooth on the ground struggled, and slowly stood up.

After was seriously injured, the recovery speed of the blood mad tooth increased greatly,
and the wound that originally looked like a hideous wound has now begun to heal
slowly.



However, his arms and eyes still cannot recover.

Blood Kuangfang's eyes were full of violent and cold killing intent, his eyes swept
around, feeling the surge. Nothing was found.

He roared: "Timid human! Come out if you have the ability!!"

The roar resounded through the ice valley, but there was still no movement on the ring.

Time passed in silence.

Blood Mad Fang wanted to re-execute the old trick, and the ** battle axe blade
appeared and rotated all over his body.

He originally wanted to run on the ring, but thinking of the golden light before, his feet
stopped when he just stepped out.

Then, the * fangs roared and shot all the blades of the * battle axe.

The ** blade was full of the ring, but still did not force the disappeared Wang Lingling

out.

Xue Kuangya was full of anger, and roared to let Wang Lingling out. In the end, he was
obviously angry at the air. In the end, it was useless. Wang Lingling just couldn't come
out.

After ten minutes, Xue Kuangya's complexion changed, and the violent and powerful
aura on his body began to slowly weaken.

The people below keenly discovered this.

Stevenson had a serious look on his face, and said:

"It turns out that there is a time limit for this guy to improve after being
injured...Fortunately, there is a time limit, otherwise it would be too strong."

Bakula at the side also nodded: "If there is no time limit, this kind of combat skill is
definitely not a king-level combat skill. It seems that Miss Wang Lingling should have

guessed this. As long as his promotion disappears, he In the current state, can she still
be Miss Wang Lingling's opponent?"



Other people's eyes flickered, and they nodded again and again.

Seeing that his breath began to weaken slowly, the blood mad teeth became angry.

The ** battle-axe blade was gathered on his body again, and it began to spin.

This time, Blood Krenzy Fang no longer shoots the Scarlet Tomahawk Blade, but
intends to make a desperate attempt, and with his strength that has not been completely
weakened, he ran in the ring at a very fast speed.

Before running, Blood Mad Fang cautiously added a bloodline defense to himself.

However, less than ten meters after he ran out, he suddenly encountered several golden
light spots connected together.

The golden light shone.

Blood mad teeth: "I am xxxxxx!"

Boom! !

Blood Crazy Fang was blown away, because the aura was weaker than before, even the
bloodline defense was weaker than before.

Coupled with a few golden light spots connected together and exploded, the blood of
the blood mad teeth continued to spray in the air.

fell heavily on the ground, this time, the appearance of Blood Mad Fang was worse
than before.

It can be said that his current appearance can hardly be described as miserable.

One of his legs was broken, and his body was almost scorched.

Lu Yuan's expression changed, a little strange.

That's horrible.

The atmosphere fell into dead silence again, and the blood crazily fell on the ground
and coughed up blood again and again, with a skeptical look in his eyes.



When did that ** put the golden light on? !

Why didn't he find out before? ?

Seeing the appearance of the blood mad tooth at this moment, Duanshan's expression
kept changing, and then coldly said:

"We admit defeat."

As soon as the words of the blood mad tooth fell, the air twisted and fluctuated, and
Wang Lingling's body emerged.

At this moment, Wang Lingling's face is a little pale, with a slight smile on her face:

"If he supports it again, my spiritual power will be exhausted."

Lu Yuan was taken aback, only to discover that Wang Lingling actually had the ability

to be invisible.

However, if it is invisible, then when Blood Kuangfang used the Scarlet Tomahawk
Blade to fully launch it before, why didn't Wang Lingling be forced out?

Lu Yuan guessed that it was Wang Lingling's genetic warfare skill effect.

However, Wang Lingling won in the end, which is obviously a good thing.

Everyone smiled.

Li Xinghai glanced at Adams beside him, and smiled slightly:

"Adams, your Algabe family has a good seed."

Adams smiled and said with some complacency: "Lingling is really good."

Broken Mountain took the severely injured Blood Mad Fang and asked the Healing
Emperor to heal him, and then coldly glanced at Wang Lingling on the ring.

Wang Lingling just smiled: "There are two more, won't you come up?"

The corner of Duanshan's mouth jerked, he took a deep breath, looked at the Meng
River on one side, and said lightly:



"The ring battle, we surrender."

Mengjiang smiled slightly, no surprise.

After all, the remaining two are all warriors, so naturally it is impossible to take the
stage to fight Wang Lingling.

Wang Lingling's previous performance, even the blood mad teeth were played in the
palm of his hand, let alone two warriors.

Mengjiang is in a good mood now, smiled, and said:

"In that case, the next team battle will be tomorrow."

Duanshan gave a cold snort, without refuting it.

The blood mad tooth hurts too badly and needs good treatment.

may not be completely cured today.

Wang Lingling stepped off the ring. Several geniuses couldn't help but back up a few
steps, looking at Wang Lingling with some fear, for fear that she would suddenly drop
a golden light bomb in the crowd.

Even Stevenson and Bakura have a little frustration.

Wang Lingling saw this, with a gentle smile on his face:

"What's wrong? Are you so afraid of me? I'm not a bad person?"

Stevenson gave a dry smile, without saying much.

Lu Yuan had already understood Wang Lingling's black-hearted character a long time
ago.

he smiled and said:

"Lingling, I didn't expect you to be so good."

Wang Lingling smiled and said:



"It's just that the kobold is too stupid, and I don't know how to work around. In
comparison, Ayuan, you are really powerful. You are only a fighter, you are already so
strong."

Rebecca looked at Wang Lingling, then at Lu Yuan, and said with a smile:

"Are you two talking about each other in business?"

Wang Lingling smiled: "It seems a bit like it."

Si Tingxue glanced at Wang Lingling deeply, but did not speak.

Mengjiang coughed lightly and drew everyone's attention away.

He opened his mouth and said:

"Let’s go back to the fighter first."

Everyone followed Meng Jiang back to the fighter plane.

On the fighter plane, Meng Jiang smiled:

"Everyone worked hard today, and the ring battle was won only because of your hard
work. But..."

His face gradually became serious, and he said:

"Next there will be group battles, I hope everyone will not take it lightly. Group battles
are more dangerous than ring battles."

Hearing these words, everyone felt a little relaxed and heavy, and looked at the five
geniuses of Lu Yuan who planned to participate in the team battle.

Mengjiang took a deep breath and said solemnly:

"Now, the opposing team has four geniuses at the warlord level, one of which is a
high-ranking warrior, one is a middle-ranking warrior, and two are low- ranking
warriors. Personally, there are the Guardian System, the Power Attack System, and the
Elemental System. If you cooperate well, I am afraid that the power is extraordinary.
There is also another, the other party has two general-level geniuses that we did not



know before, although this time the ring They have not been able to fight, but it does
not mean that they are useless. Maybe they have special combat skills. This is a point
that needs attention."

Li Xinghai beside smiled and said:

"It's just an ice vein crystal mine. Although it is still precious, compared with the lives
of you young people, you young people are more important, especially you... A Yuan,
tomorrow's team battle, first Protect yourself before you think about other things."

Lu Yuan nodded and smiled after hearing this, "I know Mr. Li."

After he paused, he thought of something and said:

"If I kill those kobolds, will it be dangerous?"

Lu Yuan found that the strength of their Red Maple Empire should still be a little bit
behind the kobolds of the Bloodbone Empire.

If you really kill those kobold geniuses, there won't be any big problems, right?

Lu Yuan is a little worried about this now.

Lu Yuan's words made everyone stunned. Everyone's eyes widened, and they looked at
Lu Yuan with a shy smile in a little astonishment.

The atmosphere fell into silence all at once.

After was silent, Li Xinghai took a deep breath, and the wrinkles on his face became a
bit deeper. He looked at Lu Yuan deeply and slowly said:

"Ayuan, didn't you use all your strength today?"

Lu Yuan thought for a while, and felt that it would be used tomorrow anyway, and it
was fine if he said it, he smiled and nodded:

"I did save some means."

There was a sound of inhaling cold breath. Whether it was Li Xinghai, a war emperor
like Adams, a group of war emperors, or a genius like Si Tingxue, they all looked at Lu
Yuan in shock at this moment.



You must know that Lu Yuan's current strength is already scary enough.

He is only a high-level warlord, and he has been able to defeat the warlord across a
larger realm.

Now, Lu Yuan actually said that he still hides his strength. Who can't be surprised?

Li Xinghai, Adams and Mengjiang glanced at each other, their eyes flashed.

Li Xinghai looked at Lu Yuan a little serious: "Are you sure you can kill those kobold
geniuses in a team battle?"

Lu Yuan thought about it, and said:

"If you look at their performance today, there should be a high probability."

Li Xinghai breathed out slowly, closed his eyes, and started thinking.

After a while, Li Xinghai opened his eyes suddenly, and a sharp look flashed in his
eyes:

"If this is the case, then you kill! Apart from this space fissure, we and the blood bone
kobolds also fight in two other space fissures. There is also a fight even in the land of
origin. The arrogant who can kill them, why not kill?"

As he said, he sneered: "Blood-bone kobolds have always been cunning, and A Yuan's
talents this time are amazing. Maybe they are already telling the strong to come and
support. Maybe they will kill us halfway and assassin them. Fate, I originally wanted to
call someone over, but now it seems that calling one is not enough."

Si listened to Yu’s golden red eyes with a sharp light flashing, and said:

"Master Li, I will inform the ancestor. With Ayuan's talent, the ancestor will definitely
be willing to move."

"okay!"

Li Xinghai nodded slowly.

Seeing Li Xinghai so decisive, Lu Yuan was stunned, and then he said:



"The overall strength of the blood bone kobolds should be stronger than our Red Maple
Empire? Then if there is a real fight then, will there be a large- scale war? Then this

competition will be meaningless? I am afraid that time. There will still be a lot of
sacrifices for the guards, right?"

Lu Yuan came to participate in this competition. He had also been with the southern
guards before. He knew that the guards were not easy. If large-scale wars could be
avoided, the problem could be solved by avoiding the death of a large number of guards.
He naturally had no reason to refuse.

If, because he killed a few geniuses, the preventable war broke out again, Lu Yuan
would still feel a little uneasy, and there would be countless dead souls standing behind
him.

Hearing this, Li Xinghai and the others were taken aback. They looked at each other,
and then Li Xinghai patted Lu Yuan on the shoulder and smiled gently:

"You can consider the guards of your compatriots. This is very good. You didn't wait
for nothing in the southern defense before. The overall strength of the blood bone
kobolds is indeed stronger than our Red Maple Empire~www.mtlnovel.com~After all,
they control the entire blood. Bone Stars, but in the same way, the space rifts and
alienation phenomena of the Blood Bone Stars require them to be responsible for
suppressing them, and the force pressure they face is no less than that of our Red Maple
Empire. If not, how would they be willing to negotiate with us? In the end Determine

the fate of the ice vein crystal ore by way of comparison? What's more..."

A sharp look flashed in Li Xinghai’s eyes, and he said:

"Since the rules of the game have been set, the blood-boned kobolds must play
according to the rules. If they really don’t want to play according to the rules, what’s
the matter even if there’s a war? This is the dignity of an empire, made with blood and
fire. dignity."

Adams beside smiled and said:

"Ayuan, there are more warriors and powerful men of the blood bone kobolds than the
Red Maple Empire. If they do come, the Red Maple Empire will face a lot of pressure,
but our other empires will not look at the Red Maple Empire. The space rift has fallen.
Even the separated brothers, if outsiders are bullied, can you still not help?"



Hearing this, Lu Yuan was relieved.

He grinned and said:

"That means I don't have to worry about it, right?"

"Don't worry, do it boldly, you can really kill, kill all those geniuses, and we can carry
it down for you."

Li Xinghai patted Lu Yuan on the shoulder, grinned, his eyes flashed with cold
murderous intent.
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